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Abstract—In this paper, we present an approach to adapt 
and reuse learning annotations and contexts. Then we ex-
plain the process to capitalization and reuse of learning 
annotations and associated learning contexts. This is to 
provide to the actor, an appropriate learning which is re-
viewed or validated previously by others, with similar learn-
ing contexts. The modeling and the formalization of learn-
ing annotations and learning contexts will allow to define 
functions for their comparison and their evaluations, in 
order to reuse them. We propose our method measuring 
similarities. In this way, we get learning annotations dedi-
cated to a given and well-defined pedagogical goal. An 
alignment between the two types of ontology, respectively 
that of the annotation and that of the context will provide us 
with a learning based on annotations according to the cur-
rent context which requires a pertinent criterion of similari-
ty between the learning contexts and the learning annota-
tions. This approach allows to manage annotations and 
adapt actors (learner, tutor, teacher, and coauthor) behav-
iours with the various contexts of their activities. It offers a 
great reutilisability to share and have a better quality of 
learning. 

Index Terms—learning annotation; context ; Ontology 
alignement; adaptation, Reuse. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The information age, particularly the development of 

new information and communication technologies (ICT), 
has a huge impact on the way we learn and teach. The 
integration of ICT in the teaching process has opened new 
ways for learning, such as distance learning. It is, in fact, 
the use of new internet and multimedia technologies to 
improve the quality of training through remote access to 
resources and services, and thus facilitates collaborations 
and exchange of knowledge between teachers, learners, 
tutors, and co-authors. 

Different actors in a CEHL (Computing Environment 
for Human Learning), post subjective, explanatory, ana-
lytical, critical and/or prescriptive annotations using dif-
ferent annotation tools. These annotations are actors’ 
personal and collective memories in a CEHL and are in 
fact, a fast and effective way of learning in these envi-
ronments. The annotations are very important as they 
provide us with a way for taking into account, in addition 
to the content of the  

learning object, its uses, its assessments, and interac-
tions between learners and teachers. Both structural and 
qualitative analysis of content, give the learning object an 

added value for different actors, as it allows to highlight 
the importance of the knowledge included into learning 
objects and those annotations attached [1]. 

In the field of e-learning, annotations are posted for a 
specific educational goal [2] as a trace of the activity of 
the reader, noticeable on a document as a mark placed in a 
specific purpose, and a specific location in which it cannot 
be dissociated. They can therefore contextualize the 
knowledge gained from learning objects. The actors then 
add gains in knowledge resulting from a learning process. 
Indeed, the annotations added to the learning objects in-
volved in the readability of knowledge are not predictable 
[2]. Thus, sharing and reusing annotations allow achieving 
economic, computational, and educational opportunities 
as they are a real help in the drafting process, a reading 
support, and a content user evaluation [3]. A memory of 
collective annotations for all actors in a CEHL is son 
indispensable in order to capitalize and reuse learning’s 
annotations. The CEHL actors benefit by sharing and 
reusing annotations. As a direct result of this annotation’s 
knowledge capitalization, among others, the quality of 
learning will hugely improve [2], [4] and [5]. 

As part of this research work, we couple the 
Knowledge Management’s concepts (as knowledge and 
collective memories) to the specific area of e-learning. 
Indeed, teachers, co-authors or tutors, for their teaching 
activities or learners during their activities of learning in a 
CEHL, manipulate a large number of learning objects 
supporting their activities. To memorize the items that 
they want to remember, these actors create different types 
of annotations on the objects to reuse as a working 
memory. Each actor constitutes an external memory for 
his own learning. In addition, [6] argues that KM systems 
and e-learning serve the same objectives: to facilitate the 
development of skills and learning in organizations. They 
are complementary. The e-learning systems are used to 
support learners so that they can develop their skills. They 
offer structured educational content and facilitate inter-
communication on specific topics. 

In our research, we focus on proposing an external 
memory, composed of all learning objects and their relat-
ed annotations. This memory allows the teacher, for ex-
ample, to store an idea, to find it quickly, or create an 
annotation in a given context with a view to reuse in an-
other context. To be useful and usable for all actors in a 
CEHL, the memory must be well structured according to 
semantic annotations used and adapted to the current 
context of the activity of the actor. Thus, it will allow each 
actor to fluidly exploit annotations according to his cur-
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rent context. As a result, we will be able to offer an 
adapted learning to each actor according to his pedagogi-
cal objective and current learning context. This memory 
must be adaptable to different actors’ learning activities 
according to their learning environment. In fact, we aim to 
propose an approach which will be then a context-aware 
memory of annotation for the capitalization and the reuse 
of learning annotations. 

The adaptation of an application context can take many 
aspects, such us, behavior, content or presentation adapta-
tion. In our approach, we focus on the adaptation of anno-
tation memory to different learning contexts of different 
actors. Our objective is to provide these actors with learn-
ing adapted to their needs in different learning contexts. In 
addition, it is possible to reuse these different contexts, 
subsequently, in other contexts, and by the same actors or 
others. As a result, our approach will greatly increases the 
quality of learning by the annotations’ added-value. It 
seems therefore necessary to propose a top level ontology 
of context. This ontology will consider, on the one hand, 
all the contextual specificities of all the actors in the anno-
tation memory and ensures the sharing of different learn-
ing contexts, on the other hand. 

To realize all the cited objectives, we propose 
OARLCAM (Ontology-based Approach for Reusing and 
Learning through Context-aware Annotations Memory). It 
is a new general architecture of the adaptive annotations 
memory with a detailed description of the functionalities 
offered by each module. OARLCAM is based on a con-
text and annotation top level ontologies. The former rep-
resents the learning context of the various actors of the 
annotations memory. The latter describes the semantics of 
the annotation to be reused, shared, and learned from 
knowledge included in these annotations according to a 
pedagogical objective. The architecture of our annotations 
memory contains many interconnected modules. This 
facilitates its integration with other tools used by the ac-
tors of CEHL, for example, the e-learning platforms and 
annotations tools. 

This paper describes a conceptual model and an ontolo-
gy-based approach for reusing and learning through con-
text-aware annotations memory. This memory manages 
annotations and adapts actors’ (learner, tutor, teacher, and 
coauthor) behaviors to the various contexts of their activi-
ties. It offers a great reuse to share and have a better quali-
ty of learning. The annotation model that we propose is 
composed of three facets: cognitive, semantic and contex-
tual. The paper is organized as follows. In the first section, 
we describe the state of the art related to our field of re-
search, in the second, we present our approach, in the 
third, we devote to a context’s top level ontology. In the 
fourth one, we present the top level ontology of the peda-
gogical objectives.  

II. STATE OF THE ART 
In this section, we present the basic concepts in our 

field of research then we present our approach of reuse 
and learning throw an annotation memory. 

A. Basic concepts 
Our research field of interest is located in the e-learning 

one. We are interested in providing learning through con-
text-aware and annotations memory. Several concepts are 
involved inthis area namely, annotations, context, context-

awareness and annotations memories. In the following 
sub-sections, we briefly introduce these concepts.  

1) Annotation: The state of the art relieves several 
definitions of the Annotation concept [2] [4] . The most 
suitable to our work was given by [7], who considers an 
annotation as being “a trace of the activity of the reader, 
perceptible on a document as a mark, placed with a specif-
ic aim, and in a specific place of which it cannot be disso-
ciated”. This definition assumes that the annotation object 
belongs to the document. So, an annotation must have a 
well defined objective, based on the fact that the annotator 
did not annotate for nothing, but for a given goal. Accord-
ing to this definition, an annotation is regarded at the same 
time as an object and an activity. According to our read-
ings, we define an annotation in these terms: An annota-
tion is a particular note attached to a target. The target can 
be a collection of learning objects, an object, a fragment 
of object, etc.). An annotation has content, materialized by 
an inscription, which is a trace of the mental representa-
tion that the annotator is making to the target. The con-
tents of the annotation could be interpreted by another 
reader (original author, tutor, learner, etc.). We call the 
anchor what binds the annotation to the target. 

2) Context and context-awareness: According to 
Howe, the free on-line dictionary [8], a context is all that 
surrounds and gives a meaning to another thing. In this 
case, a definition of the context cannot be given in an 
isolated way without taking into account all the elements 
concerned with the context. This definition shows that the 
context must be external to the element concerned with 
this context.  

In the field of ubiquitous computing (pervasive compu-
ting) [9] defines the context as any information that can be 
used to characterize the situation of an entity. The entity 
can be a person, a place, an object that is considered rele-
vant to the interaction between user and application, in-
cluding the user and the application itself. 

A formal definition for the context is given by [4] as 
follows:  
The context of an element X is the whole of 
properties P of any element of Y such as:  

Y is around X. 
Y gives meaning to X. 
P is relevant for X. 

 

According to Chen [10], there are two types of context. 
The first is the active use of the context (automatically 
adapt the application behavior depending on the state of 
the context) and the second is the passive use of context 
(see the status of the context for the user or save this re-
port for its future use).  

In the literature, we find several definitions of context-
awareness (conscience of the context). Schilit and 
Theimer [11] define the conscience of the context as being 
all the applications adapted to the context. Another defini-
tion given by Dey [9] specified that a system is considered 
as context-awareness, if it uses the context to give relevant 
information or a service to a user, knowing that the rele-
vance depends on the activity of the user. In addition, 
context-awareness emerged in the fields of mobile and 
pervasive computing as a technique to design applications 
with a conscience of the environment, to ensure high level 
autonomy and flexibility. The context-awareness or the 
conscience of the context is known under other synonyms 
like adaptive or reactivate [12]. 
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B. Related Work 
Different models for describing annotations as activities 

where proposed, like [2], [4], [13], [14] and [15]. We 
describe the most recent and those specific to the field of 
learning. 

During the last years, several researches were carried 
out to delimit the needs of CEHL actors and to extract the 
main elements helping to develop e-learning systems 
better adapted to their trainings and their needs. Although 
they are diversified, those researches do not take into 
account the capitalization of the learning experiments 
which can be exploited later by other actors. In fact, we 
think that the major challenge of e-learning nowadays is 
to integrate an approach to reuse the learning annotations 
within a CEHL. 

1) Adaptation Approaches and personalized e-
Learning systems: In the last decades, researches were 
oriented to the adaptation and the personalization of the 
interfaces, in particular in the CEHL field. Indeed, several 
researches support the personalization in this field to 
guarantee a better satisfaction of learning. 

One approach consists to allow teachers to make sce-
narios for all the learner’s uses possible of the system 
[Lejeune]. A teaching scenario describes goals and learn-
ing situations while defining how the learning objects will 
be implemented in a precise context of training. However, 
the teaching scenarios help teachers to integrate the CEHL 
into their work practices, but do not allow creating se-
quences of activities adapted to each learner’s competenc-
es. 

A second approach, [16] and [17] for example, devotes 
a part of the e-learning system to be personalized by the 
teacher. Thus, teachers can parameterize the generation of 
the activities or select the activities which are appropriate 
for their learner. This personalization is done manually by 
the teacher, without bond with possible learner profiles, 
and can’t be considered as based on a generic or unified 
model. In fact, each teacher can use several e-learning 
systems and must control several environments of person-
alization to succeed in defining in each case his teaching 
choices. Moreover, the teacher needs to profit from its 
experiments and those of the other teachers, in addition to 
the tutor’s ones. We notice that this second approach is 
only interested in the training of learners and is not based 
on models. 

A third approach [18] consists in personalizing the e-
learning systems automatically so that their contents are 
adapted to each learner’s knowledge. This personalization 
can progressively be made throw the learners’ answers (as 
a result to their behaviors) and uses the stereotypes asso-
ciated to the learners or the learner model according to the 
e-learning systems. This automatic personalization is 
adapted to the system’s knowledge about learner but is not 
always adapted to the teacher’s learning goals. 

Each one of these approaches answers only to a part of 
the problem, but does not provide a solution to the whole: 
the adaptation of CEHL to the activities of the teachers 
and the adaptation of their contents to each one of their 
learners [19]. 

We present, in the following, some examples of pro-
jects working on the adaptation and the personalization in 
the e-learning systems. 

2) Approaches of annotations memories in e-
learning: The recent work on the annotations memories, 
[Ouadah] proposes a context-aware annotation tool for an 
external annotations memory for the teacher. It is based on 
two architectures to propose their adaptive annotations 
tool general architecture. This tool is able to identify the 
teacher’s activity current context in order to adapt itself to 
the teacher’s behavior and his activities’ changes. 

This approach supports the teacher’s annotation activity 
to reuse it in another context. However, it is not an anno-
tations memory for a general learning. Indeed, it can be 
integrated into an annotation tool and not into a CEHL. In 
addition, it is dedicated to only one actor who is the teach-
er. 

As a conclusion, we can deduce the lack, in the litera-
ture, of an adaptable approach for the training of all 
CEHL actors based on annotations according to a given 
context. 

III. OVERVIEW OF OUR APPROACH 
In order to take into account all the mentioned lacks in 

the last section, our annotations memory includes three 
subsystems: i) the contextualisation subsystem, containing 
the modules of context capture, context handling, context 
server, context presentation and a context top level ontol-
ogy of training, ii) the learning subsystem, containing the 
modules of learning objects management, learning objects 
composer and follow-up of the training and iii) the anno-
tation subsystem, containing the annotation module, the 
annotations’ manager, the annotations’ adapter, the anno-
tation top level ontology, the annotations’ presentation 
module and the annotations warehouse, for later reuses. 
The following sections describe all these subsystems’ 
modules. 

A. Context management 
This subsystem determines the aspects of our contex-

tawareness approach. 
1) The context capture module: is carried out using a 

whole of services which interact with different elements 
of a given context (operating system, learning objects 
manager, organizer, etc.). This interaction is made in a 
direct way; when the context information is accessible, or 
in an indirect way, thanks to a context export operation 
from the context source to this module. 

 
Figure 1.  Our approach OARLCAM 
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2) The context handling module: Context’s infor-
mation, provided by the context capture module, are treat-
ed according to our context top level ontology in order to 
be stored in the context server. This treatment consists in 
making a mapping between data types of the context 
source and our context model. 

3) The context server module: The context data are 
stored in XML format in order to facilitate their sharing 
and their use by adaptive applications and to keep the 
contexts history. 

4) The context presentation module: context infor-
mation is presented by this module. It can be consumed by 
other applications to be adapted to their context. This 
module is a service which gives information about the 
current context to the annotations’ adapter module (the 
details of this presentation are not in this paper), knowing 
that those information are extracted from the context serv-
er. 

B. Annotations management 
The main objective of the Annotation management sub-

system is to allow the Sharing and the reusing of annota-
tions. To do so, this subsystem is composed by the follow-
ing modules. 

1) The annotation module: allows actors to add an 
annotation according to our annotation top level ontology 

2) The annotations’ manager module: manages the 
annotations affixed according to our annotation tool, for 
example, to add, to modify or to remove an annotation. 

3) The adapter annotations’ module: adapts the anno-
tations stored in the annotations warehouse according to 
the training context (objective) provided by the context 
presentation service. This service also provides the adap-
tation to the services of learning objects composer to 
combine them with these objects (annotations source) or 
to provide them directly to the annotations’ presentation 
module (the result of the request). For example, one learn-
er during his revision wants to extract from a learning 
object all the related explanatory annotations (in an ex-
planatory context). He also wants that this annotation will 
be posted only during its next envisaged revision in a 
given day and a given hour. In this case, the service of 
annotation checks the properties of the context provided 
by the context services and posts the annotation only if the 
context is verified. 

4) The annotation top level ontology module: is a ge-
neric and exhaustive annotations ontology which provides 
the semantics of different learning annotations. We devel-
op this ontology to mitigate the various insufficiencies in 
the state of the art. 

5) The annotations’ presentation module: presents, 
for the different architecture actors, the annotations 
adapted to the learning context. These annotations are 
treated to be adequate to the actors’ requests and their 
learning objectives. 

C. Subsystem of the learning objects management  
The subsystem of learning objects management is com-

posed of:  
1) The learning objects management module: is used 

to handle the learning objects of our approach. It allows 
actors to create, to add, to remove, and to modify learning 
objects. 

2) The learning objects composer module: serves to 
compose the learning objects with existing annotations 
for a given learning objective and a given context. The 
learning object can be composed with the explanatory, 
descriptive, critical or prescriptive annotations. 

3) The follow-up of the training module: serves to 
save the learning activities history of our memory’s ac-
tors. 

IV. THE TOP LEVEL ONTOLOGY CONTEXT (TLCO) 
TLCO is a generic and exhaustive context ontology 

which provides the context proprieties related to learning 
provided by our annotations memory. It is conceived to 
solve the limits and the insufficiencies of the existing 
context models. 

For a given learning objective and a given context, we 
must extract the adequate annotations from the annota-
tions memory. We use then a mapping method for deter-
mining the similarities between a learning context (con-
text top level ontology) and annotation semantics (annota-
tion top level ontology). The annotation top level ontology 
contains three facets: cognitive, semantic and contextual. 
On another side, the context top level ontology contains 
six facets. Four of these facets (user, activity, environ-
ment, collaboration) where defined by [5]. We added two 
more facets (composition and objective) to have an ex-
haustive context model which takes into account the con-
text of reuse of learning and the learning objective. The 
context use is very important for applications that fre-
quently change dynamically their environment. Context is 
all information that characterizes a situation of a person or 
an object and describes everything surrounding the con-
sidered object and gives it meaning. 

Several models are used to formalize the context infor-
mation. The choice of a particular one depends on the 
needs and characteristics of the model itself. However, 
most existing methods fail to propose a generic ontology 
to model context [20], in particular, they do not take into 
account all the actors of an annotations memory. 

In addition, our top level context ontology is essential 
in our research about a new architecture for learning 
through context-aware annotations memory. This archi-
tecture [21] is based on the context top level ontology to 
represent the learning context for the different actors of 
the annotations memory and a generic ontology describing 
the semantics of the annotation for future use, share and 
learn from the knowledge it included in a given learning 
objective. 

In the first section, we demonstrate the need of context 
in a learning based on annotations. We, then, present a 
state of the art of context models in both mobile and e-
learning applications. Thus, we deduce the importance of 
having a context’s top level ontology developed in the 
third section.  

A. Motivation of context in a learning based on 
annotations  

Learning through context-aware annotations memory is 
automatically adapted to different learning contexts. In 
this kind of memory, adaptation depends on a set of pa-
rameters, such as: the name of the annotator, place, time, 
etc. It is therefore important to identify what are the rele-
vant data that form the precise learning context. The 
recognition of the learning context is important in order to 
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adapt the training according to the context and the learn-
ing objective. All these parameters and others can form a 
particular learning context based on learning annotation, 
so that users access to the memory and the knowledge 
included in the annotations specifying parameters which 
formed the learning context based on annotations. In order 
to model the learning context, we use the concept of on-
tology, which provides an explicit specification of a con-
ceptualization [Gruber 93]. Our context top level ontology 
will then allow a unified, coherent, shared and reused 
learning in different contexts.  

B. TLCO modeling approach 
There are several methods for ontology development 

(top-down, bottom-up and combined). To design our 
context ontology of annotations learning, we follow the 
iterative method proposed by Noy [22]. We describe be-
low each step of this method.  

The field and scope of the ontology: We begin the on-
tology development by defining its domain and scope, 
answering the following questions: What is the domain 
that the ontology will cover? What are the goals of ontol-
ogy development? and Who will use the ontology?  

Our ontology field is the learning context based annota-
tions of all actors. Our context ontology includes therefore 
concepts related to the learning activity of the learner, the 
teacher's teaching, the tutor’s tutoring and the co-authors 
collaboration. This ontology is designed to integrate both 
the active and passive context (the learning context) as 
part of learning annotations memories. Moreover, our 
ontology is not intended to be used by a human, but by the 
different components of context management to provide 
learning-based annotations in a given context. 

1) The field and scope of the ontology: We begin the 
ontology development by defining its domain and scope, 
answering the following questions: What is the domain 
that the ontology will cover? What are the goals of ontol-
ogy development? and Who will use the ontology?  

Our ontology field is the learning context based annota-
tions of all actors. Our context ontology includes therefore 
concepts related to the learning activity of the learner, the 
teacher's teaching, the tutor’s tutoring and the co-authors 
collaboration. This ontology is designed to integrate both 
the active and passive context (the learning context) as 
part of learning annotations memories. Moreover, our 
ontology is not intended to be used by a human, but by the 
different components of context management to provide 
learning-based annotations in a given context. 

2) State of the art of Context ontology: In the litera-
ture, we find several context ontologies. Some concern the 
context of mobile applications, and others are dedicated 
directly to the context of e-learning applications. We pre-
sent in the following relevant properties of the user activi-
ty context in mobile applications and e-learning applica-
tions classified in groups.  

a) Ontologies in mobile applications: based on the 
works presented in [Miraoui],[ferry],[Aubry] and [chaari], 
context ontologies in mobile applications can be summa-
rized in the four following categories: i) The user context 
(User profile, its role, its activity, etc.), ii) The environ-
mental context (such as brightness, noise, temperature), 
iii) The machine context (these are the properties of the 
computer system as the operating system) and iv)The 
spatio-temporal context (location, time). 

b) Context ontologies in e-learning applications: 
we notice that there are few ontologies which are related 
directly to the context in the e-learning applications. The-
se context ontologies are according with those proposed in 
mobile applications in addition to specific e-learning con-
cepts such as, pedagogical resources and activities 
[Grandbastien], organizational role [6], [23] and collabo-
ration [4] or [5] presents the context ontology in four 
partially facets: i) User Context (allows access to infor-
mation according to user identity), ii) activities Context 
(allows the presentation of appropriate learning resources 
to help the user to accomplish his task, configure Human-
Machine interaction depending on the complexity of the 
task (free hand, hand busy, etc.), iii) Environment Context 
(allows to locate the site, object recognition, mobility 
management, etc.) and iv) Collaboration Context (contex-
tualizes other users whom can potentially work, configure 
the forms of collaboration (message, voice, video, etc)). 

In conclusion, the different facets of the context ontolo-
gy presented in this state of the art, are not specific to all 
learning contexts of different annotations memory actors 
(teachers, learners, tutors and co-authors) and did not 
explicit the aspect of "pedagogy" of the pedagogical activ-
ities of these actors. In addition, these context ontologies 
did not take into account for subsequent reuse of different 
learning situations in future contexts. These reuses are 
fundamental to the sharing of knowledge and learning 
experience feedback, thus increasing the learning quality. 
As a consequence, the top level context ontology is essen-
tial to cover the learning context for all actors of annota-
tions memory.  

The following section describes the characteristics of 
our top level context ontology, deduced from the state of 
the art of mobile (pervasive) and e-learning applications.  

3) Deduction approach of the ontology  
To identify the characteristics of our top level context 

ontology, we apply the context activity definition present-
ed above. We identify the relevant properties of the ele-
ments / concepts that are around the learning activity of 
the different actors of annotations memory and that are 
relevant to them. These concepts are essential to learning 
through annotations memory. We apply the following 
steps to derive our ontology:  

a) Step1: Use the concepts and properties provided 
by mobile applications’ ontologies:  

For the passive use of the context, we keep the user 
profile (A user is an actor of a memory annotations)  

For the active use of the context, we keep the computa-
tional environment (hardware and software) and user 
profile (A user is any actor of a memory annotations) as 
our system adapts the content based on these two ele-
ments.  

The physical context is irrelevant to the learning activi-
ty.  

b) Step2: Use the concepts and properties provided 
by e-learning applications’ ontologies 

For the passive context, we maintain the learner activi-
ty, the teaching activity, the learning domain and place. 
These concepts are relevant to memorize learning-based 
annotations. We add the tutoring and collaborative activi-
ties.  

For the active context, we keep the learning activity, the 
teaching activity and learning domain, as our system 
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adapts its functionality according to these elements. For 
example, it will filter the annotations according to learn-
ing activity. We add the tutoring and collaborative activi-
ties.  

c) Step3: Complete the top level ontology with the 
relevant concepts missing 

We add missing and primordial concepts to existing 
facets which are indispensable for learning based on anno-
tations. For example, the tutoring and collaborative activi-
ties at the activity facet, etc.  

We add two more facets describing the learning reuse 
context and the learning objective context 

Thus, we structure the top level context ontology with a 
top-down approach starting from the most generic con-
cepts and we follow an iterative process, where we en-
hance the ontology concepts and their structure, in each 
iteration. 

C. Top Level Context Ontology (TLCO) 
The Top Level Context Ontology (TLCO) allows our 

annotation memory to have a current representation of the 
context object [ 24]t. With this ontology, our memory 
becomes conscious of the current context and can there-
fore adapt its services to different actors according to 
changes in their environment.  

TLCO represents the properties of the current context 
to provide their values to our annotation memory. It uses 
these values to specify the contextual aspect of an annota-
tion in an active learning situation, but also to adapt the 
content according to the current learning context. Based 
on the various proposals of the state of the art, we propose 
the TLCO (see fig 1), whose attributes are organized into 
six facets, specifying mainly the new dimensions and 
concepts proposed.  

1) The Activity Contex facet: is determined by five el-
ements namely the learning domain, the learning activity, 
the teaching activity, the tutoring activity and the collabo-
rative activity. 

a) Learning domain: is the knowledge domain dur-
ing  

b) the learning based annotations memory (data-
bases, programming...).  

c) Learning activity: allows the presentation of ap-
propriate learning resources to help the user to accomplish 
his task, configure Human-Machine interaction depending 
on the complexity of the task (free hand, hand busy, 
etc…), Tracing the tasks’ progress, etc. 

d) Teaching activity: corresponds to the teaching 
activity carried on by the teacher (course preparation, 
correction, explanation of a concept...).  

e) Tutoring activity: concerns the tutoring activities 
performed by the tutor (add a course, extend exercises, re-
explain a concept .....).  

f) Collaborative activity: represents the activity of 
collaboration between course teachers (documents shar-
ing, reorganize course, add a reminder ......).  

2) The Environment context: is described by two 
components which are the date and place:  

a) Date: describes the exact moment of learning-
based annotations, it includes 

 
Figure 2.  TLCO facets 

b) Location: is the location of the actor (learner, 
teacher, tutor and co-authors) when using the learning 
environment based annotations.  

3) The Computing context: specifies the equipment 
and tools used by the actor during his learning activity, 
such as:  

a) Operating System: means the operating system 
installed on the host machine (Windows, Linux, Symbian 
OS X ...).  

b) E-learning platform: means the e-learning plat-
form used by the actor, it can change from one context to 
another if the actor handles more than one e-learning 
platform Organizer.  

c) Organizer: is used by different actors to organize 
and plan their intervention programs on the learning envi-
ronment. 

d) Hardware: describes the machine on which the 
learning environment based annotations is running.  

4) The Context reuse is described by two components 
namely the reuse identifier, determining each annotations’ 
use, and reuse percent, rising the importance and quality 
of learning through these annotations: 

a) ID reuse: each reuse is identified by its number 
of use. 

b) Reuse Percent: indicates the frequency reuse of 
current learning context. 

5) The Learning objective context: specifies the learn-
ing semantics through the annotation memory. It consists 
of three components to know the learning objective, the 
objective type and learning evaluation.  

a) Learning objective: is the pedagogical objective 
of each actor as an active learning situation. The objective 
differs according to each actor. The objective explicit the 
semantics and utility of the actor’s activities learning 
witch used for several subsequent reuse by the same or 
different actors in the annotation memory. 

b) Objective Type: indicates the level learning of 
the actor (average, expert, beginner or advanced).  

c) Learning evaluation: consists of all possible 
evaluations that are available for a learning environment. 
It includes the evaluation of the actor and the content.  

The following figure represents the conceptual model 
of TLCO. 

The figure 3 shows TLCO classes hierarchy using the 
editor protégé. TLCO will be achieved through the inte-
gration of different facets. 

The following paragraph describes the Top Level Ped-
agogical Objective Ontology (TLPOO) . 
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Figure 3.  TLCO Classes Hierarchy  

V. TOP LEVEL PEDAGOGICAL OBJECTIVE ONTOLOGY 
(TLPOO) 

The Top Level Pedagogical Objective Ontology is de-
fined to describe the learning objectives for the context-
aware annotations memory, in which learning annotations 
are capitalized and reused for learning-based annotations.  

The state of the art of learning objectives ontology re-
veals the lack of an objective ontology dedicated to all the 
actors in a CEHL. Indeed, a TLPOO is essential to our 
context-aware annotation memory. It allows covering all 
actors’ pedagogical objectives of the learning activities. In 
addition, annotations were created initially for one pur-
pose and are capitalized and reused in our context-aware 
annotations memory for the same purpose for which they 
were created or for other purposes. Thus, pedagogical 
objectives are closely correlated with the semantic of 
learning annotation. 

In fact, by explaining these pedagogical objectives, we 
are expounding the semantic aspect of the annotation 
object [2] [4] [5]. This semantics is essential to extract the 
appropriate annotations in a given learning context. Thus, 
the learning objectives related to the semantics of the 
annotation are explicated as ontology dedicated for the 
learner [mile] or the teacher [ouadah] and not both. 

Our approach to reuse annotations and learning con-
texts is based on a mapping between the TLCO [24] and 
the TLPOO [25] to extract the appropriate annotations to a 
given learning objective. This mapping is in fact a corre-
spondence between the pedagogical objective of an actor 
in a given learning activity and the pedagogical objectives 
of the annotation semantics. Then it seems to us, neces-
sary to propose a top level learning objectives ontology 
[25]. This ontology will take into account, on the one 
hand, the pedagogical objectives of all the actors in the 
annotations memory and will ensure the learning and the 
reuse of annotations memory, on the other hand. Thus, 
this TLPOO allows providing the appropriate annotations 
for a given pedagogical objective.  

A. TLPOO modeling approach 
To design the TLPOO, we follow as fit TLCO the Noy 

[22] iterative method. We describe below each step of this 
method.  

1) Step1: Field and scope of the ontology: We begin 
the ontology modeling by defining its domain and scope 
and this by answering the following questions: What is 
the domain that the ontology will cover? What are the 

goals of ontology development? And Who will use the 
ontology?

The field of our ontology is the learning objective ex-
plaining the learning semantics of annotation for all ac-
tors, in addition to the learning objectives of the learning 
active context. Our TLPOO therefore includes all con-
cepts describing the learning objectives of annotations and 
learning contexts for all the actors of the annotations 
memory. For this, it is a generic and exhaustive pedagogi-
cal objective ontology.  

The ontology is designed in order to formalize and clar-
ify the semantics of annotations produced by actors (anno-
tation objective) and the semantics of a given learning 
context (pedagogical objective). This formalization allows 
us to reuse and capitalize annotations in a context-aware 
annotation memory. Moreover, TLPOO will be explored 
by the different context components and the annotation 
management providing context-aware learning-based 
annotations. 

In the following section, we will briefly present some 
the most important objective ontologies in the literature. 

2) Step2: Reuse of existing ontologies: The objective 
of this step is to reuse existing ontologies even if they 
have a different objective from TLPOO. We can reuse 
again some or all of these ontologies after we adapt them 
to our needs. The most recent researches about pedagogi-
cal objective are those of [2] [13][14][15]. Mille, for ex-
ample, proposes in [4] a formalization of ontology of 
annotation objective dedicated to the learner. This ontolo-
gy contains generic concepts for annotation purposes. 
However, these objectives are not specific to the teacher, 
the tutor nor the co- 

a) authors and do not clarify the aspect of pedagogy 
of learning activities of these actors. Mokadem [13] also 
proposed a pedagogical objective ontology dedicated only 
to the learner. 

In order to cover all the aspects in our TLPOO, we con-
sider some ontologies despite they are not specific to the 
annotation objective of different actors. It is the case of 
LOM, which identifies the concepts describing learning 
resources and IMS-LD , which identifies the necessary 
concepts for modeling a learning process. 

3) Step 3: Identification and organization of the 
ontology concepts: In addition to the four ontologies men-
tioned above , we enrich TLPOO taking into account the 
specific learning activities to all actors which are the 
teaching (teacher), learning (learner), tutoring (tutor) and 
collaboration (co-authors). To do so, we used the concepts 
and properties provided by learning ontologies, [LOM] 
and [LMS ID] and those of pedagogical objective ontolo-
gy of annotation, [mile], [desmoulins] and [mokadem]. 
We than, complete TLPOO with the relevant concepts 
missing and primordial ones as they are indispensable for 
learning based on annotations (the tutoring activity, col-
laborative activity at the activity facet). 

In this design process, we adopt a top-down approach 
starting from the most generic concepts and we follow an 
iterative process, where we improve the ontology con-
cepts and their structure in each iteration.  

The figure 4 presents the ontology concepts structured 
by the “is-a” relationship. 
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TABLE I.  TLPOO CONCEPTS 

§ Explain/Understand  
– Restructure  
- List the steps for solving 
an exercise  
- Reformule 
- Synthesize (organize a  
coherent whole)  

- a course  
- definition  
- an idea  

- Restructure an exercise / 
course  

- A demonstration  
- An answer  
- a question  

- Analyze  
- decompose into parts  
- Understand the relation-
ship  
– Understand  
- reformulate  
- recognize 
– Explain  
- Explain a concept  
- Explain an idea  
- Explain an answer  
- Explain a passage  
- Explain a course  
§ Criticize  
– Criticize  
- Criticize a resultat  
 
-… Research  
- … experiment  
- … An exercise solved  
- Criticize a course  
- Criticize a structure  
- Critiquer the form  
- Criticize freely:
 
- Criticize positively  
- Criticize negatively  
- Express a related idea  
- Complete  
§ Describe  
– Know (memorize)  
– Describe  
- Describe a concept  
 
- Consult the explanatory  
- Consult examples  
- Describe an idea  
- Consult arguments  
- Consult examples 

- Describe a resultat  
- Generalize a resultat  
- Deduce other resultats  
§ Prescribe  
– Evaluate (a judgment
based on criteria)  
– Add a reference  
 
-… to another document.  
-… to a part of the same  
document.  
-… reference  
-… to a question  
-… to an answer  
– Indicate an error  
– Control the learning process  
– Provide instructions  
– Evalue  
 
-….course  
-….exercises  
-….exams 
– Standardize  
- Link to a question an answer  
- Link two questions  
- Linking two responses  
- Enrich content  
§ Collaborate / coordinate  
– Reformulate Knowledge  
– Identify  
 
-….difficulties  
-…. goals  
– Transmit  
-… ideas,  
- …decisions  
– Link of two ideas  
– Link of two concepts of  
course 
– Solve a problem  
-… In the design of an exer-
cise  
-… In the design of a question  
-… In the design of a course  
-… In the design of an exam  
-… To apply a theorem  
- …To deduce a result  
-… in a course  
-… to understand a concept  
-…to understand a passage  
§ Sustain attention  
– Mark a transition from  
one course  
– Mark a question of  
an exercise  

 

B. Ontological modeling of an exhaustive “learning 
context”  

Ontological modeling of a learning context is consid-
ered as an important step in our work. The purpose of this 
step is to identify all the characteristics of an exhaustive 
learning context instance of a learner, teacher, tutor and 
other  co-authors  on  the  one  hand, and to clarify the se- 

 
Figure 4.  Ontological modeling of a complete learning context in 

stance

mantic relationships that may exist with different ontolo-
gies of the annotations memory. This step prepares the 
integration of ontological reasoning namely the alignment 
between ontologies contributing to a complete instance of 
a learning context (Cf. Figure 4) (ontology annotation, 
ontology, ontology of context, ontology of the target). 

In the vision of knowledge reuse, the first two attributes 
of the learning context for example (actor and level of 
learning) will be obtained based on the concepts described 
in the sub-ontology of the actor and that of the learning 
field. This is in order to develop a larger ontology as illus-
trated in the previous figure called complete instance 
learning context. That is to say, the learning context in-
creased adequate annotations after their adaptation accord-
ing to learning objective and learning activity of each 
actor. Thus, we explicit in the next section our generic 
learning objective.  

C. An ontology-based approach for learning 
annotations and context reuse  

We expose our approach and process for reuse of anno-
tations and associated learning contexts through describ-
ing the mainly steps defined. This is to provide to the 
actor, an appropriate learning which is reviewed or vali-
dated previously by others, with similar learning contexts. 
The modeling and the formalization of learning annota-
tions and learning contexts will allow defining functions 
for their comparison and their evaluations, in order to 
reuse them. We propose our method for measuring simi-
larities in order to provide learning annotations dedicated 
to a given and well-defined pedagogical goal. An align-
ment between the two ontologies (Annotation and the 
context ones) will provide us with a learning based on 
annotations according to the current context which re-
quires a pertinent criterion of similarity between the learn-
ing contexts and the learning annotations. 

Accordingly, we then present the key steps for reusing 
annotations and contexts learning. We combine ontologi-
cal engineering (Modeling, alignment, similarity meas-
urement…) and context-awareness techniques in our ap-
proach to reuse.  
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Our system detects the learning context proprieties 
(Learning objective, type of activity, level of learning, 
course or pedagogical object…) of actors and starts to 
search for a similar learning context in the context server. 
If it finds a similar learning context, it is added to the 
current contextual data (Date, location, hour…) then pre-
sents the relevant learning annotations to the actors. Once 
the learning session is over, the actor shall have the ability 
to express his level of satisfaction for the learning provid-
ed by our system. (Satisfied, unsatisfied, fairly satisfied, 
well satisfied)[aloui]. 

The following section presents our process PRALC. 
Then, we describe our method of measuring similarities 
on which is based our approach for reuse. 

VI. APPROACH FOR THE REUSE OF LEARNING 
ANNOTATIONS BASED ON ONTOLOGIES ALIGNMENT 

Our approach of learning annotation reuse lies essen-
tially on a similarity between the two ontologies of con-
text and annotation respectively to the subsystems of 
context and annotation. This has for objective to check the 
annotations which are adequate to the current learning 
context taking into consideration all the contextual proper-
ties which describe it. Our approach of reuse is concerned 
with the levels of reuse 1) the reuse of stored annotations 
to take advantage of the included knowledge, benefit from 
experiences feedback of different actors and consequently, 
improve the learning quality always according to a peda-
gogical objective and a current context; 2) the reuse of 
learning contexts stored in the context server within simi-
lar learning contexts by other actors 3) the reuse of the 
same learning context by the same actor through the plan-
ning of further users.  

A. ARLAOA Description 
Our approach of reuse can be described by a four-step 

cycle  namely  (Cf. Figure 5):  the  search  for similar con- 

 
Figure 5.  ARLAOA Approach 

texts, the process of adaptation, the memorization and 
the evaluation (experience feedback). An actor shall start 
by defining his request; He shall so, define his pedagogi-
cal goal, his pedagogical activity which corresponds to the 
goal facet and that of the activity-tasks of our context 
ontology [26]. Our system will apply the approach of 
reuse in order to provide the actor with the suitable learn-
ing adapted to his learning context. 

Our reuse approach for an annotation memory is thus 
summarized in the following four steps. 

1) Step 1: Searching a similar context  
To meet the actor’s needs for a learning adapted to his 

learning context X, we will start by searching, in the con-
text server, for a learning context similar to X. If it is the 
case, we will enrich this context instance with the current 
computing contextual properties such as the date, the 
location, etc., and then we present it directly to our actor. 
At the end of the session, the actor shall evaluate the pro-
vided learning. Our system memorizes this learning con-
text in the context server (implementation of the useful 
data). If we don’t find from the beginning a similar learn-
ing context, we will go to the adaptation process in order 
to extract out a learning adapted to our actor. 

2) Step 2: Adaptation  
This step is primordial for adapting the learning annota-

tions to the current context through the alignment of two 
ontologies of annotation and context. This alignment shall 
allow checking the annotations which correspond to the 
same properties of the current learning context (pedagogi-
cal goal, pedagogical activity…). We will adopt then an 
approach of measurement of semantic and structural simi-
larities which are expressed by a better learning quality. 
Owing to this alignment, the checked out annotations will 
be enriched by the contextual data detected by the system 
context capture. Indeed, it is a learning based on context-
aware annotation memory.  

3) Step 3: Memorization  
Once we provided the actor with a learning adapted to 

his learning context as well as to his pedagogical goal, the 
learning-context instance is stored in the context server for 
further use within similar contexts by other actors or by 
the same actor.  

4) Step 4: Evaluation and Experience Feedback  
The result/evaluation characteristic defines the level of 

pertinence of a learning session by our system. It is a 
criterion which shall be taken into account during the 
stage of reuse of previous learning contexts. In fact, the 
reuse lies, on one hand, on the learner’s judgments con-
cerning the pertinence of the quality of learning proposed 
also by other actors such as the time span which separates 
successive uses. During his learning, our actor then evalu-
ates the pertinence of his current learning context.  

Our reuse approach is actually based on interactions be-
tween different ontologies making explicit learning by 
context-aware annotation memory. The figure 6 illustrates 
this interaction. 

In consequence, this approach lies on a similarity be-
tween the annotation ontology and the context ontology in 
order to check the adequate annotations for a given learn-
ing context. We will, then, use our own algorithm of simi-
larity measurement which shall be presented in the fol-
lowing section.  
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Figure 6.  Conceptual graphic of learning reuse 

B. Illustrative scenario  
When reviewing its course of databases, a learner X, in 

fact, needs the remarks, comments, explanations, im-
provements. In general explanatory annotations, analyti-
cal, prescriptive are essential to an understanding of its 
course. In some cases, these different annotations can also 
result from a negotiation with the teacher to provide such 
additional exercises and satisfactory progress and learn-
ing.  

The learner will then connect to our system for a pre-
cise pedagogical purpose: “Understand the database 
course”. He expresses his request to the system in order to 
be provided with all the explanatory annotations related to 
the course. Our system detect the learning context proprie-
ties (learning objective, type of activity, level of learning, 
course or pedagogical object…) of this learner and starts 
to search for a similar learning context in the context 
server. If it finds a similar learning context, it will be 
added to the current contextual data (date, location, 
hour…) then presents the relevant learning annotations to 
the learner. Once the learning session over, the learner 
shall have the ability to express his level of satisfaction for 
the learning provided by our system (Satisfied, Unsatis-
fied, Fairly satisfied, Well satisfied). This evaluation will 
help us later on to evaluate the learner’s training and have 
an idea about the amount of achievement of our pedagogi-
cal objectives by the corresponding learner. This could be 
useful for us to reassess the most valid and satisfactory 
learning contexts in the system. The amount of achieve-
ment of a goal can be expressed in the form of a percent-
age which is defined by a tangible figure restrained be-
tween 0 and 1.  

Unless the system finds a learning context similar to the 
learner’s current context, the adaptation process is trig-
gered in order to extract the adequate annotations out of 
the annotations memory, an alignment is then performed 
between the context generic ontology and the annotation 
generic ontology to recover the annotations corresponding 
to the same instances of the current learning context. 

Then, the system adds up the adequate annotations to the 
current contextual proprieties and presents the learning 
based of annotations to the learner.  

Our system supports all the actors together at the same 
time (teacher, learner, tutor, and co-author) in order to 
represent, share and capitalize their knowledge included in 
the annotations (annotation memory) of the e-learning 
field. The capitalization of learning contexts will be ex-
ploited later on by other actors. In our approach, we rely 
on the techniques of alignment and similarity measure-
ment for the adaptation of the learning annotations to a 
given learning context.  

In the next section, we describe our method of similari-
ty measurements between the context ontology and the 
annotations ontology, on one hand, and the various in-
stances of context ontology for further reuses of the learn-
ing context on the other hand.  

C. Similarity measurements  
1) Measure of semantic similarities  
We use the Jaro-Winkler functions as they give good 

results of similarity according to the comparative study of 
Cohne [27].  

Moreover, recent works [albohassani] [Fellah] and 
[touzi], for example, have shown the usefulness of Word-
Net in identifying synonymy between concepts of a given 
domain. We expect that our future experiments our algo-
rithms are based on Wordnet, in addition to the measure-
ment function.  

The SimSEM function allows calculating the semantic 
similarities of the pairs of concepts C1 and C2 respective-
ly of both ontologies O1 and O2 by adopting the fol-
lowing steps:  

For each concept C1 and C2, go through the concepts 
of O2 so that the category of C1 = C2,  

Calculate the semantic similarity according to the Jaro-
Winkler [12] function,  

Store the semantic similarity (SimSEM) in the vector 
VSS.  

2) Measure of Structural Similarities 
The structural techniques exploit the ontology structure 

to be compared, often represented in graphics. The com-
parison of similarities between two concepts of both on-
tologies can be based on the position of the concepts in 
their hierarchies. These techniques are based on the fol-
lowing hypothesis: “(H) – if two entities of two ontologies 
are identical, their nearby entities will be the same in a 
certain way” [28] and [29].We suggest calculating the 
structural similarity between the entities of two ontolo-
gies. We are inspired from the works of Albohassaly [15] 
and Zghal [30]. We calculate then the structural similarity 
by exploiting the semantic similarity of the pair of con-
cepts to match as well as the contiguous structure by 
adopting the following steps:  

If the contiguity of a concept c1 noted V(c1) is similar 
to the contiguity of the concept c2 noted V(c2) then c1 
and c2 are similar in a certain way,  

The position of V(c1) in relation to c1 shall be similar 
to V(c2) of c2, then we suggest to calculate the structural 
similarity of the pair (C1, V1) and (C2, V2) so as to get 
Simst (C1, V1) in order to determine the position of V(c1) 
in relation to C1 and respectively V(c2) in relation to C2. 
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Structural Similarity Algorithm Function: Sim_ST  
INPUT:  
1) O1 et O2: the two ontologies to align  
2) VSS: vector of semantic similarity  
3) II S: Similarity Weight of each category of concept  
OUTPUTS: VSST: vector of structurel similarity  
BEGIN  

/* go to each concept of ontology 1 */  
For each (CO1 !O1) do  
/* go to each concept of ontology 2 */  
For each (CO2 !O2) do  
If C1.type==C2.type then /*Extract in VV1 vector 
neighboring concepts to C1 */  
VV1 =NeighboringCONCEPTS(C1) 
/* Extract in VV2 vector neighboring concepts to C2*/ 
VV2 =NeighboringCONCEPTS(C2)  

/*Calculate the C1 structure of neighborhood similarity */  
SimSV1= fonctSimSV1(C1,VV1)  

/* Calculate the C2 structure of neighborhood similarity */  
SimSV2= fonctSimSV2(C2,VV2)  
/*calculate structural similarity*/  

SimST = fonctSimST (SimS, SimSV1, 
SimSV2,VV1,VV2)  

/* Add C1, C2 and SimST to VSST*/ Add ((C1, C2, 
SimST), VSST)  
Return (VSST)  

END 
Figure 7.  Structural similarity algorithm 

Several functions measuring structural similarities 
based neighborhood calculating are proposed in the litera-
ture [29], [31] [32]. The choice of a particular function 
depends closely on the results obtained. We are currently 
conducting a comprehensive study on the selection or 
improvement of any of these functions to suit our re-
search. For the example in Figure 3, and to illustrate our 
algorithms, we use the measure of by ex-ploiting the simi-
larity measure neighborhood Wu & Palmer [17] (simWp) 
and the semantic similarity measure Jaro- Winkler (SimS) 
in the following manner: 

SimStr (c1, c2) = " SimS (VV1, VV2) * SimWp (c1, 
c2) * (1 - | d1-d2 | 2) 
Where d1 = SimWp (c1,vv1(c1)) and d2 = SimWp 
(c2,vrv2(c2)), 

Example: we apply our structural method to make 
mapping between the two concepts Reformulate and 
Structure or design a course (Cf. Figure 8):  

Let’s c1=Reformulate a course and c2= Structure or de-
sign a course.  

We suppose that SimS (explanatory annotations, ana-
lytic annotations) are similar with SimS= 0.87. We can 
distinguish two cases. 

Case-1: (c1, c2) = (reformulate a course, structure a 
course) = {(annotation explanatory, annotation analyti-
cal)};  

d1=SimWP (explanatory annotations, reformulate 
course) = 0.85;  

d2 = SimWP (analytical annotations, structure a 
course) = 0.88;  

SimWP (reformulate a course, a course structure) = 
0.9;  

 
Figure 8.  Example of our measurement method 

And finally  
SimStr (rephrase course, course structure) = 0.78  

Case-2: (c1, c2) = (reformulate a course, design course) 
= {(explanatory annotations, analytical annotations)} | VR 
(c1, c2) | = 1; 

d1 = SimWP (explanatory annotations, reformulate 
course) = 0.85 

d2 = SimWP (analytical annotations, design a 
course) = 0.8;  

SimWP (reformulate a course, design course) = 0.7;  
And finally  
SimStr (reformulate a course, design course) = 0.6  

As a conclusion, we can deduce from these calculations 
that the similarity between (reformulate a course, a course 
structure) is more adequate than that between (reformu-
late a course, design a course).  

3) Calculation of global similarity  
We quantify the semantic similarity and the structural 

similarity in order to obtain the global similarity. Our aim 
is to align the ontology of the learning context and the 
ontology of annotation in order to provide the adequate 
learning for the current learning context. We seek a global 
similarity in order to optimize the learning quality as well 
as our annotation memory. The calculation of the similari-
ty could be also used between the context of ontologies in 
the case of reusing the same learning context or searching 
for similar contexts in the context server, etc 
 

Global Similarities Algorithm 
INPUT:  
1) O1 and O2: Ontology 1 and Ontology 2  
2) VSS: Semantic vector of similarities  
3) VSSt: structural vector of similarities  
4) WSimSt: Weight of structural similarities  
5) WSimS: Weight of semantic similarities  
OUTPUT:  
VSG: global (Semantic and structural) vector of Simi-
larities  
Begin  

/* go to each concept of ontology 1 */  
For each ( CO1 !O1) do  

/* go to each concept of ontology 2 */  
For each (CO2 !O2) do  
If CO1.type==CO2.type then  

/*Extract semantic similarities between CO1 and CO2 of  
VSS*/  

SimS=EXTRACTSIM (VSS, CO1, CO2)  
/*Extract structural simiraties between CO1 and CO2 of 

VSSt */  
SimSt=EXTRActSIM (VSSt, CO1, CO2)  

/*calculate global similarity*/  
SimG = SimS + SimSt  

/* Add CO1, CO2 and SimG in VSG*/  
Add ((CO1, CO2, SimG), VSG)  
Return (VSG)  

END 
Figure 9.  Global similarity algorithm 
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VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK  
This paper represents a study to realize an adaptive an-

notation memory for context-aware training for the vari-
ous actors in a CEHL. This memory can satisfy the need 
for training according to a given objective and a given 
context of all the actors in terms of utility, re-use, sharing 
and adaptability. ARAMAC is based on ontology engi-
neering. 

The running mechanism of our framework articulates 
around a whole of modules. Each module allows a func-
tional need well defined and is composed of Web ser-
vices. This framework aims to facilitate its integration, its 
interoperability with other e-learning systems. 

The generic context ontology allows to formalize the 
proposed context data delivered by providers of context, 
these data are used by web services of context-aware 
learning through annotation memory to adapt the learning 
provided in a current context envisaging subsequent reuse. 
Thanks to the context, the annotation memory is aware 
(context-aware), which means it is on one side at every 
moment conscious of the context state and on the other 
hand it is sensitive to learning context changes by adapt-
ing the memory contents and functionality to the needs of 
all actors. 

For this, we have formally described ontology with 
OWL to facilitate its integration into our learning based 
annotations memory.  

As a perspective, we may also automatically enrich the 
learning context ontology by adding detailed classes that 
inherit from existing classes. This enrichment can be done 
by tracking different learning contexts of the different 
actors. As well, the services development for monitoring 
learning contexts, can help us to enrich the generic context 
ontology. We also believe that the addition of an ontology 
for the automatic deduction of the annotation context 
reuse according to each actor will provide an important 
enrichment to learning based annotations memory and its 
functionalities. This deduction will be based on the pro-
posed generic context ontology. 

We developed the generic ontology of pedagogical ob-
jective in order to implement it in our annotations memory 
dedicated to all actors. For this we describe the ontology 
with OWL.  

As a perspective, we can develop a module for auto-
matic enrichment of the generic ontology of pedagogical 
objective. This enrichment can be followed by the annota-
tions and learning activities produced by actors. There-
fore, we can enrich the objective ontology, the semantic 
annotations, the learning context which improve and in-
crease the quality of all the learning process 

In this paper, we have also describing our process of 
reuse of two levels for the annotation as a first level and 
then for the learning contexts as a second level, that is to 
say the manner in which this knowledge will be exploited 
in order to generate automatically a learning relatively 
adapted to a given pedagogical goal in a current context, 
in addition to the reuse of these contexts later. The reuse 
and capitalization in our approach are based on ontology 
alignment; we present thus our method of semantic, struc-
tural and global similarity measurements.  

Several perspectives are possible, for this work. In Par-
ticular, We Aim to experiment and evaluate our method of 
calculation Similarities by adding improvements especial-
ly in terms of measurement functions that can give us 
better results. 
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